In this paper, we study the problem of wireless access to ATM. We consider three classes of ATM sources: constant bit rate (CBR), variable bit rate (VBR) and available bit rate (ABR). We propose a polling scheme with nonpreemptive priority. Under such a scheme, we derive su cient conditions such that all the CBR sources satisfy their jitter constraints and all the VBR sources satisfy their delay constraints. The remaining bandwidth is used by the ABR sources, for which we adapt a random access scheme proposed by Chen and Lee (1994) . For this random access scheme, we derive the throughput-o er load characteristic, and thus the capacity. Based on this, we propose adaptive random access schemes that track the o er load to its optimal value. Our simulations show that our adaptive schemes maintain a high throughput with respect to the whole range of system load.
Introduction 2 Problem formulation
Consider a multiple access problem with many users sharing a common wireless channel. For these users to communicate with each other, we assume there is a system controller, called base station, that is capable of broadcasting packets to all the users. We call this down link. Also, all the users are capable of sending packets to the base station through a multiple access channel. We call this multiple access channel up link. For the up link, we assume that di erent packets sent by di erent users at the same time are lost.
One of our objectives in this paper is to provide a scheme that supports ATM services in such a environment. Since the down link is a broadcasting channel from a centralized base station, its characteristic is not much di erent from a centralized ATM link, where information, such as packet arrival times and active users, is available to the base station. Hence, we will concentrate on the up link, where information is distributive and kept to each user.
We consider three classes of ATM tra c: (i) constant bit rate (CBR), (ii) variable bit rate (VBR), and available bit rate (ABR). As in ATM, we assume all the packets of these classes of tra c are of the same size, but needs not to be of the same format or size as an ATM cell for e cient transmission in a wireless channel. To formalize our problem, we make the following assumptions and characterizations on these three classes of tra c.
(A0) All packets have the same size. (A1) A CBR source is characterized by two parameters ( ; ), where is the rate of the source and is the maximum tolerable jitter (packet delay variation) for this source. Packets are generated periodically every 1= second and are stored in the Ready-to-Transmit (RTT) bu er. Jitter is de ned to be the di erence between the time of two successive departures and the time of two successive arrivals. Since a CBR source periodically generates a packet every 1= second, the maximum jitter is the maximum di erence between two successive departures and 1= . A CBR source can only be admitted when its maximum jitter constraint can be honored for every packet it generates.
(A2) A VBR source is characterized by three parameters ( ; ; d), where is the average rate of the source, is the maximum burstiness of the source, and d is the maximum tolerable delay of the source. The rst two parameters correspond to the token generation rate and the size of the token bu er of a leaky bucket in 24] . Thus, a VBR source is regulated by a ( ; )-leaky bucket. We also assume that is an integer, but 1= needs not be an integer. Packets passing through the leaky buckets are stored in the RTT bu er. The delay of a packet is de ned to be the di erence between the time it arrives at the base station and the time it arrives at the RTT bu er. As a CBR source, a VBR source can only be admitted when its maximum delay constraint can be honored for every packet it generates.
(A3) An ABR source neither has a jitter constraint nor a delay constraint. All ABR sources shares fairly and e ciently the remaining bandwidth from the CBR and VBR sources.
One of the controversial issues is whether packet dropping should be performed by the network or by the users. Here we implicitly shift the burden of packet dropping to the users of VBR sources. Packet dropping occurs in the leaky bucket that regulates the VBR tra c. Those packets that pass through a leaky bucket regulator are transmitted to the base station with a guaranteed maximum delay. 3 Polling with nonpreemptive priority for CBR and VBR sources
As discussed in the previous section, information is distributive in a wireless environment. Due to the lack of information, scheduling policies, such as First Come First Served (FCFS), Earliest Due Date (EDD), Static Priority (SP) and Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) 20], are di cult to implemented without explicitly and constantly exchanging information. On the other hand, policies based on (peak rate) reservation, such as R-ALOHA 6] and PRMA 14] , are too simple to provide e cient services for VBR sources. Since information exchange consumes precious bandwidth in a wireless channel, it is important to execute information exchange e ciently. In the following, we propose a Polling scheme with Nonpreemptive priority (PNP), where information exchange occurs in time to meet quality of services of CBR sources and VBR sources. The basic idea is polling token. Polling is done (for CBR and VBR) only when there are polling tokens.
Polling with nonpreemptive priority (PNP):
1. For each ( ; )-CBR source, its polling token is generated every 1= second in the base station.
2. For each ( ; ; d)-VBR source, its rst polling token is generated in the base station p second after the connection is set up, where p is a design parameter to meet its delay constraint.
3. When the channel is cleared (the end of a transmission), the base station performs the following tasks:
3.1. The base station rst scans the polling token bu er for CBR sources according to a preset priority. If a polling token is found, its removes the polling token and polls the CBR source. 3.2. If no polling tokens are found in the polling token bu er for CBR sources, it continues to scan the polling token bu er for VBR sources according to a preset priority. If a polling token is found for a VBR source, the base station polls the VBR source without removing the polling token. 3.3. When there are no polling tokens are found for CBR and VBR sources, the base station switches to the service for ABR sources and signalling (as there are no time bounded packets that need to be served at the moment). The description of the service for ABR sources and signalling will be deferred to Section 4.
4. When a CBR source is polled, it transmits at most one packet from its RTT bu er.
5. When a VBR source is polled, it transmits a packet if there is one in its RTT bu er. Otherwise, it transmits an End-of-File (EOF) signal.
6. When an EOF signal from a VBR source is received, the base station removes the polling token of that source from the polling token bu er. Set up to generate the next polling token after p second.
7. When an ABR source is polled, it transmits at most one packet.
We depict the scheme in Fig. 1 . The operation of the PNP scheme is asynchronous.
Moreover, at given time t, it takes at most one polling time and one packet transmission time to clear the channel, assuming the time to send an EOF signal is shorter than the time to send a packet.
In the following theorem, we provide su cient conditions for all the CBR packets to satisfy their maximum jitter constraints and for all VBR packets to satisfy their maximum delay constraints under the PNP scheme. We assume there are n c sources, indexed by i = 1; : : :; n c , and n v VBR sources, indexed by j = 1; : : : ; n v . The preset priority in both CBR and VBR sources is in the increasing order. Thus, the rst CBR source has the highest priority among all the sources. Let p , d and e be the time to poll a source, the time to transmit a packet, and the time to transmit an EOF signal. We assume that e d . Denote by ( i ; i ) the tra c parameters for the i th CBR source and ( j ; j ; d j ) the tra c parameters for the j th VBR source. Let p j be the polling token generation period for the j th VBR source. Let dxe be the integer ceiling of x. (1) If i + ( p + d ) < 1= i for all i = 1; : : :; n c , then the jitter of the i th CBR source is bounded above by i , i = 1; : : :; n c . If, furthermore, i i for all i, then all the packets generated by these n c CBR sources meet their jitter constraints.
(ii) Let^
For j = 1; : : :; n v , let^ To complete our scheme, we still need to engineer the polling token generation periods, p j ; j = 1; : : :; n v . In order to minimize overheads due to polling and EOF signals, one should have p j as large as possible. The largest possible p j can be obtained by solving d j = d j in (6) . On the other hand, it is very troublesome to change p j when a new connection is set up or a connection is closed. In view of this, one might not want to push p j to its maximum value. Instead, one should choose a moderate large p j and use it until the connection is closed. As a compromise, here we suggest using p j = d j =2: (7) We also suggest that the priority be assigned in the increasing order of the maximum delay constraint, i.e., the one with the smallest maximum delay constraint has the highest priority among all the VBR sources. In this case, admission control of a new ( ; ; d)-VBR source is simple. One rst nds the largest index k such that d k d. Insert the new source and recompute (6) from j = k + 1 upwards. If all these inequalities in Theorem 3.1(ii) are still satis ed, then the new source is admitted, otherwise it is rejected.
The admission control of a CBR source requires more computation. All the conditions in (i) and (ii) needs to be examined due to the priority nature of the scheme. Thus, it might be desirable to limit the impact of CBR sources to other tra c. Note from^ 0 and^ 0 in (6) that the impact of CBR sources to VBR sources is only through the total number n c and the total rate P nc i=1 i of CBR sources. If one can have preset limits for these two quantities, then the admission control of CBR sources and VBR sources can be done separately.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. (Theorem 3.1 (i)) As described in the PNP scheme, the polling tokens of the i th CBR source are generated periodically with period 1= i . 
where the equality follows from the de nition of i in (1) . Thus, the channel cannot be busy all the time in (0; i ) and we reach a contradiction. This shows~ i i . Also, from the assumption i + ( d + p ) < 1= i , the marked polling token of the i th CBR source will be removed before the generation of next polling token.
Our proof for Theorem 3.1(ii) is based the calculus developed by Cruz 10, 11] .
De nition 3.2 Consider a nonnegative, left limit, and right continuous stochastic process A fa(t); t 0g. Let Proof. (Theorem 3.1(ii)) For the rst VBR source, one can map it to a classical vacation model with machine breakdowns and repairs. The polling token indicates whether the server is available or not. Once the RTT bu er is empty, the server takes a p 1 second vacation. Since the rst VBR source only use the remaining bandwidth from all the CBR sources, the amount of bandwidth available to the rst VBR source is a time varying process. This corresponds to machine breakdowns and repairs in the vacation model.
To be precise, we let C 1 fc 1 (t); t 0g be the stochastic process that denotes the available bandwidth to the rst VBR source at time t. If the channel is available to the rst VBR source at time t, then c 1 (t) = 1. Otherwise, c 1 (t) = 0. Now we nd a lower constraint for the time varying process C 1 . As discussed in the proof of Theorem 3.1(i), the maximum number of packets from the n c CBR sources that can be served in an interval (t 1 Consider an instant that an EOF signal from the rst VBR source is received. Note that the moment the connection is set up is equivalent to the case that an EOF signal is received.
Mark the instant as time 0. Let q 1 (t) be the amount of backlogged workload (in the RTT bu er) from the rst VBR source in the channel at time t. Since an EOF signal is received at time 0, we know q 1 (0) = 0. Moreover, the polling token will be generated at time p 1 . Before p 1 , the rst VBR source cannot access the channel even when the channel is available. Thus, until the next EOF signal, one has q 1 (t) = A 1 (0; t) ? C 1 (p 1 ; t): (12) Since the service policy is First Come First Served (FCFS) within each VBR source, the delay for an arrival at time t is bounded by the amount of time needed to deplete q 1 (t). The time to deplete q 1 (t) is bounded by inffd 0 : A 1 (0; t) ? C 1 (p 1 ; t + d) 0g: The argument for the j th VBR source is essentially the same as that for the rst VBR source. Note that the lower constraint for the channel needs to be modi ed since the j th VBR source only uses the remaining channel from all the CBR sources and the rst j ? 1 VBR sources. In addition to the workload in (10), one needs to add the workload from the rst j ? 1 VBR sources. Since the maximum delay of the k th VBR source is bounded above by d k , k = 1; : : :; j ? 1, the number of packets from the k th source that can served in (t 1 
4 Group randomly address polling for ABR sources and signalling
In this section, we continue our discussion for ABR sources and signalling. As CBR sources and VBR sources have higher priority, ABR sources and the tra c generated by signalling can only use the remaining bandwidth. Our objective in this section is to provide a scheme that share the remaining bandwidth fairly and e ciently.
To ease our exploitation, we may view the remaining channel as a time varying channel, and forget the impacts of CBR sources and VBR sources. We also concentrate on the ABR sources only, and treat the tra c generated by signalling as part of ABR sources (the issue for separating signalling and ABR sources will be addressed elsewhere). When we say a source in this section, it should be understood to be an ABR source. Also, the channel is referring to the remaining channel.
Suppose there are N ABR sources. An ABR source is called active if it has a packet to send. An ideal scheme for these N ABR sources to share the channel fairly is to create a deterministic mapping (permutation) so that every active ABR source takes turn to send its packet. Once the mapping is set up, the (remaining) channel is fully utilized. To achieve this, every (ABR) source requires two pieces of information: (i) the set of active sources, and (ii) the deterministic mapping. A simple way to achieve this is to reserve each source a packet-to-send slot (or any other bandwidth allocation scheme to transmit this information). Active sources mark their corresponding slots so that the base station can have the information of the set of active sources. Then the base station polls active sources one by one to create the deterministic mapping. The scheme is known as the bit-map protocol (see e.g., Tanenbaum 22] ). Clearly, the time taken to send the information of the set of active sources and the time to poll active sources for the creation of the deterministic mapping are overheads of the channel. Under such a scheme, the channel can be e ciently utilized if the length of the packet-to-send slot is much smaller than the packet size and almost the N sources have packets to send.
In a wireless environment, the set of sources is time varying, which in turn implies the set of active sources is also time varying. Moreover, only a small portion of sources are active. In such an environment, it may not be economical to reserve each source a packet-to-send slot. To deal with the problem that only a small portion of sources are active, one can partition sources into groups and have sources in the same group sharing a packet-to-send slot. This creates a contention problem since there are probably more than one active sources in a group. We will address this problem in details later. Since the set of sources is time varying, grouping cannot be done deterministically. Thus, a random and dynamic grouping scheme is needed.
GRAP with a xed number of groups
Group Randomly Addressed Polling (GRAP) 8] is one of the representative protocols for the random and dynamic grouping scheme discussed previously, which we outline below.
Group Randomly Addressed Polling (GRAP): 1. At the beginning of every GRAP cycle, the base station broadcasts a READY signal to all the sources.
2. After receiving the READY signal, every active source joins randomly one of the groups with equal probability, and marks the corresponding packet-to-send slot for that group. 3 . The base station then polls the marked groups one by one. Active sources in the group being polled send their packets. If there is only one active source in a group, then this active source will transmit its packet successfully. However, if there are more than one active sources in a group, then more than one (di erent) packets will be transmitted after being polled. This results in a collision and all collided packets are lost. 4 . After the polling cycle being completed, repeat the procedure from Step 1.
Note that the marking process can be done either explicitly by transmitting an identical message to the base station, e.g., an carrier of a certain frequency, or implicitly by probing (or polling) from the base station.
To nd the capacity (the maximum achievable throughput) of GRAP, we study its throughputo er load characteristic. Suppose there are b groups and n active sources. De ne the o er load G = n=b, the average number of active sources per group. The throughput is de ned to be the proportional amount of time that successful packets are transmitted. Let m be the time of a packet-to-send slot, p be the time to poll a group, d be the time to transmit a packet, and c be the time to detect a collision. (18) where S is the throughput and G is the o er load. Moreover, the capacity of GRAP is S(G ), where 0 < G < 1 is the unique solution of G = 1 ? p + c m + p + c e ?G : (19) Note that the capacity in Theorem 4.1 is only for a large number of groups. It is possible to have a higher capacity for a small number of groups.
In the case that m = p = 1, (18) reduces to that for nonpersistent CSMA/CD in 23, 18] . That GRAP and nonpersistent CSMA/CD have the same throughput characteristic is not surprising. In CSMA, polling is done implicitly by carrier sensing. The rst empty slot after a (successful or collided) transmission is equivalent to the READY signal in GRAP. For each active source in CSMA, it still selects randomly a group to join. However, this information is kept to itself and not transmitted to the base station. Once an active source senses an empty slot, it increases its own counter and it knows which group is being "polled." The di erence between GRAP and CSMA is that active sources in CSMA reselects a group to join after each transmission, while active sources in GRAP stay in the same group until the end of the whole cycle. In corresponding to the distribution of balls into urns, CSMA is sampling with replacement and GRAP is sampling without replacement. In view of this, they have the same throughput characteristic when the number of active sources is large. The advantage of using sampling with replacement (CSMA) is in light load, where an active source need not wait for the completion of the marking process of the packet-to-send slots. Similar comments were made by Chlamtac 9] and Scholl 21] for the bit map protocol. On the other hand, using sampling without replacement (GRAP) allows us to collect statistics for adaptive algorithms when the system load changes. We will discuss this more in Section 4.2. Note that implicit polling using carrier sensing can only be done in a very reliable channel, e.g., a wired cable. In the case that some active sources are not able to detect the carrier from other sources, the problem of hidden terminals might reduce the performance tremendously. In this case, explicit polling is needed.
Analogous to the interpretation of the throughput characteristic for CSMA in 23, 18] , m is the xed overhead to detect empty groups (idle periods in CSMA). With empty group detections, we now only have either a successful transmission or a collision. The probability of a successful transmission can be approximate by Prob(X = 1jX > 0), where X is a Poisson random variable with parameter G. Similarly, the probability of a collision can be approximately by Prob(X 2jX > 0). The equation (18) is then the weighted average of these three quantities.
In comparison with the ALOHA family in 1, 2], the gain is obviously in the empty group detection ability in GRAP. Note that in the slotted ALOHA, the probability of a successful transmission is simply Prob(X = 1), where X is again a Poisson random variable with parameter G. Conditioning on the event fX > 0g increases the performance of GRAP. Also, as commented in 13] for CSMA, the gain for implementing a tree algorithm 4, 5] in GRAP is marginal since the collision probability is very small.
In the case without collision detection, i.e., c = d , we replace (19) in (18) (20) Note that d =( p + d + m ) is the throughput for the scheme without collision (one packetto-send slot, one polling time and one packet transmission time). The factor e ?G is the degradation due to collisions. Since G < 1, the number of groups should be larger than the number of active sources. Moreover, in view of (19) , the optimal o er load G is close to 0 if t m << p + d . In practice, we often has p << d . This implies high throughput can still be achieved without collision detection if packet-to-send slot is much shorter than the packet transmission time.
Note that the throughput-o er load characteristic in (18) can be extended to the case with variable packet lengths. Now d is interpreted as the expected packet transmission time. If a collision detection mechanism is implemented, then there should be a limit for the minimum packet length for collision detection. In the case without collision detection, c is the expected packet transmission time of the longest packet among the collided packets. Thus, c d and the optimal o er load for variable packet length is not larger than that for the case with a xed packet length. This suggests using more e orts on collision avoidance for the case with variable packet lengths. Now we prove Theorem 4. 
to be the total amount of time to mark the packet-to-send slots, poll the marked groups, transmit packets from the active sources, and detect collisions. De ne the throughput 
In view of (21), (24) and (25), one has from (22) : (26) Now the throughput is a function of G and n. Replacing this in (26) yields
: (27) To derive the throughput for a large number of groups and a large number of active sources, we let n ! 1. 
Adaptive GRAP
In view of the throughput-o er load characteristic in (18) , it is desirable to operate GRAP close to the optimal o er load G . In other words, when the number of active sources is increased, one should also increase the number of groups. The idea of tracking the optimal o er load has been discussed extensively for other protocols (see e.g., 22]). The objective of this section is to develop an adaptive algorithm for GRAP. Our algorithm is based on the following well known central limit theorem (CLT) for random allocation of balls into urns (see e.g. 12], pp. 313). To implement the scheme, the base station needs to know the total number of sources. This is usually kept in a database in a wireless environment. The other parameter also needs to be obtained o line. If is not available, then one might just use the rst term in (33) as the estimate, i.e., n = b log b b?N 2 . Certainly, the estimate without the parameter might be very rough, but it might be corrected by resampling described below.
After the marking phase in Step 2, one might obtain from the ML estimator in (31) a new estimate for the o er load. Call this estimateĜ 2 . From the CLT in Theorem 4.2, one have a certain con dence on the estimateĜ 2 . IfĜ 2 >> G , then we know the prediction of the o er load in Step 4 of the previous cycle is not good, and it is expected to have a lot of collisions if
Step 3 is carried out. Thus, it might be better to increase the number of groups according to the new estimateĜ 2 and go back to Step 1 to resample once. Since the marking phase is done twice, the throughput-o er load characteristic is as follows:
From this, we know resampling is not needed if S(Ĝ 2 ) S 2 (G ). On the other hand, resampling will be bene cial if resampling yields the perfect tracking of the optimal o er load G and S(Ĝ 2 ) < S 2 (G ). Thus, we modify the adaptive GRAP as follows:
Adaptive GRAP with resampling: 2. After receiving the READY signal, every active source joins randomly one of the b groups with equal probability, and marks the corresponding packet-to-send slot for that group. 
If G 2 > G and S(Ĝ 2 ) < S 2 (G ), go back to Step 1.
Resampling might ease the burden of the estimator in Step 4. For instance, the information of N and may not be needed. In our simulations in Section 5, we nd that resampling without using the estimation in (34) is good enough for tracking the optimal o er load.
Experimental results
In this section, we perform several experiments for the PNP scheme (for CBR sources and VBR sources) in Section 3 and GRAP (for ABR sources) in Section 4.
In our experiment for the PNP schemes, we consider a wireless channel with link speed 10M bits/sec. There are 12 CBR sources and 16 VBR sources. All packets of these sources are 1k bits. The length for polling is 50 bits and the length for EOF is also 50 bits. Thus, we have d = 0:1msec, p = e = 5 sec. To simplify our presentation, we shall set d = 1 and normalize every parameter with respect to d . In the case, p = e = 0:05. In Table 1 , we show the (normalized) tra c characterizations, the theoretical upper bounds in Theorem 3.1(i) for the (normalized) maximum jitter, the (normalized) maximum jitter in the experiment of these 12 CBR sources. For instance, the rst CBR source has the rate 2k packets/sec and the tolerable jitter 0.2 msec. The bound in Theorem 3.1(i) for the maximum jitter is 0.105 msec and the maximum jitter in the whole simulation is 0.10496 msec. We also plot the tail distributions of these CBR sources in Fig. 2, 3 and 4 . These show the bounds in Theorem 3.1(i) are very conservative as they are derived from the worst case analysis.
For each VBR source, we assume it is an output from an ON-OFF coder with coding speed 32kbits/sec. Since the packet length is 1k bits. There will be a packet coming out from a coder every 1/32 second if the coder is ON. To model the ON-OFF e ect, we assume both the ON and OFF periods are 1/32 second, and at the end of every ON-OFF period we ip a coin to decide whether it is an ON period in the next ON-OFF period. The probability of being an ON period is listed in the column of Bernoulli parameter in Table 2 . In Table 2 , we also show the (normalized) tra c characterizations, the theoretical upper bounds in Theorem 3.1(i) for the (normalized) maximum delay, the (normalized) maximum delay in the experiment of these 16 CBR sources. For instance, the Bernoulli parameter of the rst VBR source is 0.62. This implies its normalized rate (average packet arrival rate) is 0:62=32 0:0193. It is then regulated by a leaky bucket with the normalized rate 0.0196 and bu er size 7. The normalized tolerable delay is 1200 packets. The bound in Theorem 3.1(ii) for the normalized maximum delay is 646.52 (packets) and the normalized maximum delay in the whole simulation is 600.6 packets. We also plot the tail distributions of these VBR sources in Fig. 5, 6 7 and 8. Once again, these show the bounds in Theorem 3.1(ii) are very conservative. Moreover, the straight lines in these gures show the delay distributions of these sources are almost uniformly distributed over 0; 600]. This implies most VBR packets are simply waiting for the arrivals of their polling tokens (p j = d j =2 = 1200=2 = 600).
We perform two experiments for GRAP. We assume the same channel speed, packet length, polling length, and EOF length in the experiment for the PNP scheme. Also, we assume the length of a packet-to-send slot is 50 bits and the base station is not capable of detecting In both experiments, the amount of time for a nonactive source to become active is exponentially distributed with mean 1= , independent of all else. An active source remains active until its packet is transmitted successfully. Varying the parameter , we plot in Fig.  10 and Fig. 11 the throughputs of the xed GRAP, the adaptive GRAP, and the adaptive GRAP with resampling for these two experiments. In the experiments for the adaptive GRAP, In both experiments, the 95% con dence intervals for these points are smaller than the corresponding markers, except for a couple of points around the sudden drop of the throughput in the xed GRAP. There we place two circles to depict the 95% con dence intervals. From Fig. 10 and 11 , it is clear that adaptive GRAP and adaptive GRAP with resampling outperform the xed GRAP. Though there are still gaps between the peak throughputs of both adaptive GRAPs and the capacity, their throughputs do not drop as increases (careful readers might notice there is a small drop for the adaptive GRAP in the case N = 20). This is quite in contrast to the performance of the xed GRAP, where the throughput drops tremendously as increases beyond a certain point. An interesting observation is that both curves for the adaptive GRAP with resampling are increasing in . Our explanation for this is that the central limit theorem in Theorem 4.2 comes into e ect as the system load increases ( increases) so that the tracking of the optimal o er load in (37) is more accurate for large .
Conclusions and future research
In this paper, we proposed the PNP scheme for real-time ATM sources in a wireless environment. Under the scheme, we derived su cient conditions such that all the CBR sources satisfy their jitter constraints and all the VBR sources satisfy their delay constraints. The remaining bandwidth is then used by the ABR sources under the GRAP scheme. We also derived the throughput-o er load characteristic for GRAP, and thus the capacity for GRAP. Based on this, we proposed adaptive GRAPs which control the o er load so that the o er load is close to its optimal value. Our simulations show that the PNP scheme indeed guarantees the quality of service of real-time CBR and VBR sources. Moreover, adaptive GRAPs outperform the xed GRAP and maintain a high throughput with respect to the whole range of system load. From this research, some interesting problems arise.
(i) The PNP scheme provides deterministic (hard) quality of service for CBR sources and VBR sources under the deterministic characterizations in (A1) and (A2). From our simulations, these deterministic bounds are very conservative. This may be ne in a environment where resource is abundant, such as ATM. However, in a wireless environment where resource is scarce, the e ciency should be improved. To improve e ciency, researchers tend to consider probabilistic (soft) quality of service. Among all the probabilistic tra c characterizations, the approach by the theory of e ective bandwidth (see e.g. 7] for a review) seems promising.
(ii) The PNP scheme is simple in theory and intuitive to understand. However, its admission criteria may require extensive computing if the number of sources is large. Moreover, a priority based scheme seems unfair for sources that have similar tra c characteristics.
To be fair for homogeneous sources, it is important to have a round-robin like scheme. Certainly, di culty arises for meeting quality of service for schemes without priority.
(iii) As in (ii), admission control for the PNP scheme might require extensive computing.
This might cause a problem in hando and roaming. Thus, it is crucial to have trunk reservation for hando , but how to engineer it is a problem.
(iv) In the paper, we assume there are no transmission errors. If there is a transmission error for a real-time packet, we simply assume it is lost. Whether retransmission for a corrupted real-time packet is worthwhile is a problem that needs further investigation. 
